
UPSIDE-DOWN ACTIONS 

Sunday, March 14 

Reading: Luke 6:37-45 
 

Luke 6:44  Each tree is recognized by its own fruit. People do not pick figs from thornbushes, or grapes  
from briers. 45  A good man brings good things out of the good stored up in his heart, and an evil man  
brings evil things out of the evil stored up in his heart. For the mouth speaks what the heart is full of. 

 

The actions of a disciple of Christ will be backwards from the world’s actions. This is also true 

because the disciple is striving to be like his Lord (6:40). 

 

Judge Not (6:37) – This statement is often used by unbelievers who do not like being told that 

they are sinners. Their response is: “Didn’t Jesus say, Judge not!” This is a bad interpretation of 

Jesus’ words. In fact, Jesus told believers the exact opposite (John 7:24). This command has 

nothing to do with letting sin go unchallenged. It has to do with not having a judgmental spirit - 

one that looks for the faults in others to criticize and tear them down. Disciples are not to have a 

condemning spirit, but one of forgiveness. To be a follower of Christ means to understand the 

forgiveness that God has extended to them and in turn extend it to others. 

 

Give (6:38) – A disciple’s life is to be characterized not only by forgiveness, but also generosity. 

The picture is of blessings being returned in a bushel basket, filled to the brim, pressed down and 

shaken together to make room for more, than running over. However, we sometimes miss the 

point through a selfish focus on what we get. The point is that a disciple will receive in the 

measure that he gives. Disciples are to give of themselves until their generosity is overflowing. 

This does not simply refer to giving money. It encompasses all of life. A disciple’s love, mercy, 

forgiveness; everything is to be given freely and without measure, just as God does for them. 

 

Follow (6:39-40) – Jesus uses a parable to warn His disciples to be careful who they follow. If a 

blind man leads another blind man both will fall. Jesus probably had the religious leaders in 

mind by this statement. Jesus would later call them “blind guides” (Matthew 23:16-26). They 

were supposed to lead the people to God, but they were leading them astray. Disciples of Jesus 

are to be like their teacher. They are to follow His lead! 

 

Examine (6:41-45) – People love to point out the faults and sins of others while ignoring their 

own larger problems. Disciples of Christ are to begin by dealing with their own sins. A hypocrite 

is someone who pretends to be something they are not. Believers cannot help others remove the 

sin in their lives if they ignore the “plank” in their own life. The sin in their life will cloud their 

vision and make their aid damaging to themselves and others. Jesus uses the picture of a tree to 

continue this point. You can tell a lot about a tree by the kind of fruit it produces. A bad tree will 

not have good fruit and vice versa. So a person will be known by what they do and say. These 

come from the heart and cannot be hidden for long. Jesus’ disciples are thus to examine their 

own lives and clear out all sins that will hinder their growth and ability to help others. They are 

also to examine the fruit in the lives of others to see if they are living what they say they believe. 
 

 


